Hei distributor

It wasn't all that long ago that GM engineers designed the original HEI system to replace the
decades old points-type ignitions. In the mid-'70s, leaner mixtures demanded greater voltage
and more spark energy to kick off combustion. The HEI distributor is still an inductive-discharge
ignition, but exchanges points for an electronic device called a module. Since this system
produces more voltage and amperage output than a point-type ignition, it requires a
larger-diameter cap to prevent voltage crossfire inside the distributor cap. The large cap also
offers extra space to host the coil, making the HEI distributor self-contained. All you have to do
is to apply a volt hot lead to the distributor and you're ready for the road. Early HEIs were
infamous for giving up at speeds above 5, rpm-so many avoided them. This was true of the
early-model distributors, but it didn't take GM long to modify the modules and coils to offer
greatly increased spark energy at higher engine speeds. These days there's a plethora of
aftermarket high-performance modules, coils, and complete ready-to-run HEI distributors that
can be added to a high-performance engine that'll provide excellent spark energy and rpm
potential well in excess of 7, rpm. During the early years of HEI use there morphed a bunch of,
well, we'll call 'em myths in regards to these systems-some possibly true, some blatantly false,
and some open to interpretation. The following are the 10 most common, along with some
views, which are believed to dispel them. Take a look and see what you think. This myth is only
true when compared to stock HEI systems. Today, we are making high-output modules and
coils that saturate fast enough to fire constant at high rpm. This firing ability also allows wider
spark plug gaps-in the vicinity of 0. The benefit of wider plug gaps is a more complete burning
of the fuel mixture. This is probably the oldest HEI myth of all. Actually, an HEI draws only 2- to
3-amps, compared to the approximate 6-amps an external oil-filled coil draws. The lower
amperage draw results in a much cooler running HEI coil. HEI Coils also run cooler because
they are encapsulated in thermal epoxy, which dissipates heat more efficiently than oil-filled
coils. The solid epoxy, in comparison to oil-filled coils also eliminates the possibility of leaks.
You can also lose some spark intensity when you run a coil wire to an external oil-filled coil as
the voltage has to travel a longer path, creating more resistance. For the most part there is only
minor benefit to a billet distributor housing over a cast housing, at least in terms of better
performance. Most castings are stable and straight and modern machining techniques aid in
narrowing the benefit gap in this respect. But, in the looks department, you've got to admit that
billet looks better. Myth 4: A stock H. The advance curve on a stock HEI is for the most part not
fully advanced until 4,, rpm, which is very slow. In addition, low to midrange performance
motors as well as stock motors benefit from a more intense spark from idle, all the way up the
entire rpm range as the fuel is burned more completely. Vacuum advance doesn't lead to more
horsepower. Vacuum advance immediately begins to decrease as soon as you accelerate, and
at wide-open throttle vacuum disappears. However, it is recommended that you connect your
vacuum advance hose to direct manifold vacuum because it will provide you with more vacuum
advance at idle, which will help to keep your plugs cleaner. As long as you are at TDC on the
compression stroke, it does not matter which terminal you use as your number one. Myth 7:
Because this is a high-compression high-horsepower motor, use solid core plug wires. Actually
most HEI systems run well with spiral-core wires. The spiral core prevents internal wire
vibration and prevents electronic interference. Actually no it doesn't, in fact, the silicone
transfers the heat produced by the module to the distributor housing. In effect, causing the HEI
housing to act as a heat sinc. On an HEI, if you use the holes in the housing that were originally
there for the vacuum advance, to install your vacuum advance eliminator, there is no cause for
rotor phasing. It will already be phased correctly due to the original design. Myth Not
necessarily a myth but a fact. A defective tachometer, can cause an HEI to malfunction. Treat
your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. We upgrade the cooling system
in our big-blockâ€”powered Camaro using a Frostbite aluminum radiator, dual SPAL electric
fans, and a Weiand water pump. In part 3 of our junkyard 4. Here are the 14 known, functioning
mid-engine Corvette engineering, concept, and racing cars. Chevrolet Performance offers
turnkey engine swap options that get you back on the road and into horsepower in a weekend.
Here are 10 engine bearing clearance tips to consider before building your next engine.
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a professional dyno shop super tune Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop
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engine bearing clearance tips to consider before building your next engine. Tricks to get more
power from your small-block crate engine Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine, nitrous
combination dyno test and cam swap at Westech Performance. High energy ignition , also
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ignition system" for the and model years. HEI is characterized by the incorporation of the
ignition coil into the distributor cap for most applications. The system consists of a control
module and a magnetic pickup mounted in the distributor. This eliminates ignition points and
the coil wire. The control module performs the same function as the breaker points in a points
and condenser system. There are four basic types of HEI control modules: four-, five-, seven-,
and eight-pin. The four-pin module was used on carbureted engines and uses conventional
mechanical timing controls vacuum and centrifugal advance mechanisms. The five-pin module
was introduced in and was an early attempt at electronic timing control; it contains a provision
for connecting a knock sensor. The seven- and eight-pin modules are used on early computer
-controlled engines. The seven- and eight-pin modules contain no mechanical timing control
mechanisms as the computer controls ignition timing. These distributors were not stand-alone
units because they did not contain mechanical timing controls. HEI distributors are a popular
swap on older GM cars originally equipped with points and condenser type ignition systems.
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in or Sign up. Classic Parts Talk. Joined: Jan 1, Messages: 94 Location: Wasco. Just finished
my new engine install and a new ChevyDuty wire harness. Can't figure out how to wire up the
HEI distributor. ChevyDuty techs can't help with any advise at all. The wiring diagrams supplied
with the harness don't give you an HEI option. Anyone out there had this problem? How did you
solve it? Any help would be appreciated. Want to get Baby Blue back on the road. DrMike , Oct
15, Easy to do and works well. The 12V feed needs to be fairly hefty. I ran mine through 10
gauge wire. You have to eliminate the "ballast resistor" from the circuit. The easiest way to do it
and the way I did mine is to find a connection on the back side of the ignition switch that has
12V when the key is in the "start" AND in the "run" position. Make up a 12 gauge wire with an
in-line 20 amp fuse. Ive attached a page that I found somewhere about troubleshooting HEIs.
One more tip. An HEI is a reliable source of good spark, however when it dies, it dies in a hurry,
not slowly like points-based ignition. Bill Hanlon , Oct 16, Halfton57 , Oct 25, Bill you the man on
this one!! You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? If you are looking to buy a the best HEI
distributor for your Chevy , then you may already know how difficult it can be to sift through all
the various options on the market today. With this option overload, it can tough to get the one
that you really need. So, we have tried to make this process a bit easier by showing you the best
options available. We have taken a look at the different options available on the market today,
and have narrowed down the list to the top four. These great options will give you everything
that you need without the hassle of doing your own research, so you can make a final decision
about which HEI distributor to purchase without any further delay. All of these options listed are
great for their own reasons, but not all of them are created equal. This model comes with many
great features like the 75, high-voltage coil spark and high-performance red cap, and it is clear
to see why this is our top pick. Check now. With all these great features, it seems like this HEI
distributor can do just about anything. ACDelco PerTronix D Check Price. This
high-performance red cap HEI distributor was named our top pick for good reason. With its high
output coil and wide compatibility , this option will work great for anyone that wants better
performance with their Chevy. This list includes , , , , , and small blocks, and , , and big blocks
models. Plus, with the GM recommendation , you know you will be getting the perfect fit, for a
great price. The fit and durability is assured by a trusting brand and a recommendation will
make you confident about purchasing this product. With a purchase of this HEI distributor, you
will get an assembly that consists of a switching device, distributor cap, distributor motor, and
distributor shaft. PerTronix D flame-thrower HEI distributor is a great option for your Chevy

because it is lightweight, and comes with reduced friction and extended engine life. With all you
need coming in one package , this is the only HEI distributor you will ever need. Although
lightweight, the aluminum alloy allows it to be durable with sacrificing weight. This option
comes with high-quality bronze sintered bushings that help reduce friction and give this HEI
distributor a longer lifespan. There is also a bronze distributor gear available. This HEI
distributor features a dielectric strength cap fitted with brass terminals and a low resistance
center coil brush that operates without misfires beyond 7, RPM. This great option produces 67
percent more energy with a 45 percent faster spark breakdown time when times are compared
with the stock HEI distributors. This GM SBC HEI distributor model is made for performance
with its heavy-duty construction and hardened steel gears that are built with durability and long
life in mind. With this high level of durability , this great option will work for your Chevy for a
very long time without issue. This HEI distributor model can work for both big and small block
Chevy models. The full list of compatible models is as follows: , , , , , and small blocks, as well
as , , and big blocks. With these great options for an HEI distributor for your Chevy, you can
easily pick one of these products and find everything you were looking for. However, before you
make your decision, you may want to know a bit more information about HEI distributors in
general. So, we have compiled a list of some of the most common questions that consumers
have asked about these products and found answers so that you can have the information that
you need to make a final decision about which HEI distributor will be the right fit for you. HEI
stands for high energy ignition, or in other words, an electric ignition. When talking about an
HEI distributor, we are referring to the GM to distributor cap design. If the engine fails to start ,
then this means that the positive hot wire from the battery that feeds the distributor has no
more voltage to it. The starter may still crank the engine, but there will be no sparks. A plug wire
engine miss, or any type of constant engine miss is a sign of a bad HEI distributor. This could
be caused by having too much resistance, or a corroded connection. A reduction in fuel
economy will happen when the HEI distributor goes bad, and it will affect emissions and engine
performance because this system controls the spark timing changes for the engine. If you have
to crank your engine repeatedly to get it to start, then this could be a sign of HEI distributor
failure. This could be caused by a worn or carbon-corroded electrode that has increased in gap
size or chipped. If your vehicle fails a smog check , this could a sign that the HEI distributor is
going bad because there is an insufficient spark or coil voltage. This would cause excessive
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emissions, which will cause it to fail a smog check. If you
want to add vacuum advance to your engine, then you can have better accelerating times and
be able to speed away from red light and stop signs without a hitch. So, if you have been
thinking about adding vacuum advance to your engine, then know that you will not be
disappointed. If you have been looking for a new HEI distributor, then this list will help you find
an option that is durable, reliable, and long-lasting. With all the different models, all with a wide
variety of compatibilities and features , you are sure to find a good option for your vehicle that
is exactly what you are looking for. However, even if you decide to do your own research to find
another option instead of purchase an option off this list, you now have all the necessary
information and knowledge needed to be able to find the perfect HEI distributor for your Chevy.
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get the best performance. There are a number of signs that point to an HEI distributor going
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slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The high
energy ignition HEI ignition system has been a vast improvement over the old standard cap,
rotor and point ignition system used in the past. The HEI design incorporates the vacuum
advance mechanism, the ignition coil and a permanent magnet assembly that has a pole lined
with teeth and a pick-up coil. Only a few models have the external coil, but most today have the
coil combined with the cap. Bad HEI ignition distributors give off some warning signs that can
be diagnosed by the vehicle owner. If the positive hot wire from the battery that feeds the
distributor has no voltage to it, the HEI distributor will not function. The starter will crank the
engine but there will be no fire coming from any of the spark plug wires or spark plugs. With the
ignition key on, grounding the lead of a test light against a metal source and placing the test
light probe on the "BAT" side of the distributor pole will determine voltage to the distributor. If
the test light does not illuminate, the battery voltage is absent. Check the battery charge. Any
type of constant engine miss that resembles a dead cylinder, can point to a faulty HEI plug wire
that has a corroded connection or too much resistance. Plug wires that measure 15 to 25 inches
in length, normally carry ohm resistance at low engine rpm, and 15, ohms resistance at high
engine rpm. The resistance of each plug wire can be measured by hooking up the leads of an
ohm meter to each free end of the plug wire. Plug wires that measure "infinity" have broken
connections. The HEI system controls the spark timing changes for the engine, which regulates
emissions, engine performance and fuel economy. This system works in conjunction with the
vehicle's computer, and will announce a failure via a trouble code light on the dashboard. An
HEI distributor that has a worn pick-up coil or corroded magnetic poles will produce a weak
spark, with insufficient voltage to ignite the combustion gases. This can be seen by a sporadic
miss when the engine pulls under a heavy load or the vehicle has to climb a hill or steep
mountain pass. Testing for a weak spark requires pulling the plug from the engine and
grounding it against a metal source while the engine runs. A yellow or intermittent spark
indicates weak HEI coil output. Examining the HEI distributor at night with the hood up can
pinpoint any stray electrical arcing from the cap, wire connections, distributor cap retainer and
connector terminals. Cracks in the cap will be evident at the top spark plug wire poles, where
the pole necks have the least material insulation. Look for blue-white bolts of electricity jumping
from pole to pole or from the bottom of the cap to engine ground. Electrical arcing will be
accompanied by an audible "clicking" or "snapping" noise. If the engine requires repeated
cranking to start, it could indicate worn or carbon-corroded cap electrodes that have increased
in gap size or chipped, losing material. Overall poor engine performance and weak acceleration
points to weak spark in the HEI system. Insufficient spark or coil voltage in the HEI distributor
will allow excessive hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emissions. This results when raw gas
has not burned completely in the combustion chamber and has passed through the catalytic
converter. Weak ignition spark will also contribute to catalytic converter failure by soaking the
palladium pellets with fuel and destroying the chemical process within the converter. Chris
Stevenson has been writing since His automotive vocation has spanned more than 35 years and
he authored the auto repair manual "Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in Stevenson holds a P.
New car petrol engines image by Christopher Dodge from Fotolia. Reduced Fuel Economy The
HEI system controls the spark timing changes for the engine, which regulates emissions,
engine performance and fuel economy. Weak Spark An HEI distributor that has a worn pick-up
coil or corroded magnetic poles will produce a weak spark, with insufficient voltage to ignite the
combustion gases. Electrical Arc and Shorts Examining the HEI distributor at night with the
hood up can pinpoint any stray electrical arcing from the cap, wire connections, distributor cap
retainer and connector terminals. Hard Starting If the engine requires repeated cranking to start,
it could indicate worn or carbon-corroded cap electrodes that have increased in gap size or
chipped, losing material. Smog Check Failure Insufficient spark or coil voltage in the HEI
distributor will allow excessive hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emissions. This month we
pick up our discussion by examining how to upgrade a points distributor to an HEI system. A:
The demands for better emissions and fuel economy in the mid s necessitated leaner fuel
mixtures. These leaner mixtures required greater voltage and more spark to ignite. This
challenge led GM engineers to design the HEI distributor, which effectively replaced the
points-style systems that had been in service for decades. The GM HEI distributor incorporated
a magnetic pick-up assembly that contained a permanent magnet, a pole piece with internal

teeth, and a pick-up coil. This device senses pulses emanating from the distributor as it rotates,
then provides a low-voltage digital on-off signal to the ignition module, where it is interpreted as
an rpm signal. The ignition module uses this information to determine when to fire the ignition
coil. The HEI distributor is an inductive-discharge-style ignition, but with the points replaced by
a solid-state switching device called an electronic ignition-control module. The module works
like an electrical switch, turning power on and off to the ignition coil. This, in turn, causes the
coil to generate spark. One of the reasons HEI is able to deliver more spark is that, thanks to the
electronic ignition-control module, it can safely operate at much higher current loads. On a
points-style distributor, the ballast resistor wire limits voltage and reduces current to the
distributor. Another function of the control module is the management of the dwell circuit. Dwell
is the amount of time the primary circuit is closed to let current flow through the ignition coil
between each spark. Long dwell times are needed with inductive ignitions, to allow the ignition
coil to become fully charged before firing. This is especially important during high-rpm
operation, because there is less time to charge the coil between each spark. Since an HEI
system produces more voltage and amperage output than a points-style distributor, a
larger-diameter distributor cap is needed to prevent voltage from cross-firing inside the cap.
Note that these larger distributor caps also typically incorporate enough room for the ignition
coil to be housed internally, making the HEI distributor a self-contained unit. There are a lot of
options when upgrading from a points-style distributor to an HEI one. The first is to obtain a
good salvage-yard replacement. Remember, the HEI distributors used the same advance
weights, springs, and stops as most of the points-type units, making this a great, economical
upgrade. Be sure to select a replacement distributor with a four-pin control module. The fifth pin
was only used on vehicles equipped with knock sensors. Some of the early HEI distributors
have a reputation for breaking up at around 5, rpm, so you may want to avoid units made in and
Fortunately GM rectified this problem early on by upgrading the ignition modules and coils to
offer greater spark energy at these higher engine-rpm levels. Remember, on a points-style
distributor, an inline ballast resistor or resistance wire decreases the voltage from the battery to
around 9. Points-style distributors do use 12 volts when cranking. On most and-earlier vehicles
equipped an external voltage regulator, there will be two wires providing key-on voltage to the
coil. One wire is hot when the ignition switch is in the crank position, providing battery voltage
to the coil. The other wire is hot when the ignition switch is in the run position, providing
approximately 9. Starting in , vehicles using an alternator equipped with an internally regulated
voltage regulator usually did not use an inline ballast resistor, but instead used a resistance
wire. Be sure to install an inline fuse in this lead, and solder and shrink-wrap all the
connections. If the wiring harness has an inline ballast resistor, or the ignition switch is located
in the dashboard, you may need to use the cranking bypass wire to supply the distributor with
battery voltage when the switch is in the crank position. You can use a test light or voltmeter to
see if your newly installed key-on main feed wire has battery voltage when cranking. If
necessary, splice the bypass wire with the new gauge ignition-feed wire and eliminate the
ballast resistor. Most aftermarket ignition companies sell matched coil-and-module sets to
ensure optimal ignition performance. Remember to also install new HEI plug wires. The ECM
monitored information from various engine sensors, computed the required spark timing, and
then signaled the distributor to change the timing accordingly. With this system there was no
longer a need for vacuum or mechanical advance. This makes these second-generation
distributors impractical for use as a simple HEI replacement. This kit is essentially a Hall Effect
trigger, with no external control module. When using the Ignitor kit, Pertronix also recommends
installing one of its Flame-Thrower coils. These coils are black, so if you peel off the label, they
look similar to the factory piece. If you plan on running your engine much past 5, rpm, the
company recommends one of its full HEI ignition upgrades. These kits are good up to 7, rpm
and come with everything you need to perform an HEI conversion, including the following:.
Adjustable vacuum advance with a range of 0 to 22 degrees A new ignition module with wiring
harness and capacitor A selection of advance springs and weights An ignition coil A distributor
cap with solid-brass terminals and ignition-rotor button. The process of installing a billet
distributor is similar to the stock-HEI conversion method. Even so, I have to admit that there are
a lot of advantages to an HEI conversion. Got a question for our Tech Corner expert?
Alternatively, you can submit your question via the Web, by emailing it to us at vette sorc. Can
we turn a pile of parts into a whole car in one week? A collection of Camaro products any
gearhead would like to own. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune.
We take you through the short but careful process of installing an aftermarket passenger
sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Corvette Chief Engineer shared insights about the C8
Development. How To. View Full Gallery. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News
and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Get a professional dyno shop super tune

Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. C3 Corvette Side Mirror
Install We take you through the short but careful process of installing an aftermarket passenger
sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Please provide your information below and we will send you
an e-mail when this product becomes available. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All.
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Me When Available. Add to Wish List. The integrated coil keeps underhood wiring clean, and for
race cars, the idea of running one wire to the distributor keeps things simple. However, when it
comes to performance, the stock HEI falls short. The distributor is supplied with our Digital HEI
Module and Coil so there is plenty of spark energy combined with improved dwell and timing
control. Tig welded on top of the distributor shaft is MSD's adjustable centrifugal advance
assembly. Three sets of springs and four stop bushings let you dial in up to 24 different timing
curves to match your driving needs. Plus, there's a vacuum advance for those concerned with
economy. All of this is assembled around a precision and great looking CNC machined housing.
The distributor is supplied with our new cap, rotor and coil cover and heavy duty gear so it is
ready to install in your engine! Brand MSD C. Bronze Distributor Gear. Part Limited 1 Year
Warranty: See Details. Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar
regulations. Speedway's HEI Distributor has everything you need, all under one cap. With a
high-quality aluminum housing and hardened steel dual bushing construction, it is built to last.
It features fully adjustable mechanical and vacuum advances, meaning precision is a breeze. It
has a high-output module, high-spark 65,volt coil, solid brass terminals, and an easy one-wire
hookup. Distributor gear is most compatible with cast iron hydraulic or solid flat tappet
camshafts; consult cam manufacturer for recommended gear material. Products to Compare
max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle
to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part RED. Add to Buildlist.
Click to Login. Speedway's HEI Distributor has everything you need, all under one cap Features
a high-quality aluminum housing and hardened steel dual bushing construction that is built to
last Fully adjustable mechanical and vacuum advances makes precision adjustment a breeze
Has a high-output module, high-spark 65,volt coil, and an easy one-wire hookup Distributor gear
is most compatible with cast iron hydraulic or solid flat tappet camshafts and will not fit tall
deck blocks. External Ignition Box Required:. Cap Type:. Cap Terminal Style:. Advance Type:.
Mechanical and Vacuum. Trigger Style:. Gear Material:. Gear Rotation:. Distributor Cap Color:.
Housing Material:. Housing Finish:. Marine Use:. Coil Included:. Part :. Sold in Quantity:. Ground
shipping only in the contiguous US. Related Products. More Like This. View All Distributors.
Looking for an easy performance upgrade to your ignition system? MSD's line of Ignition
Control Boxes offer extreme improvements to drivability and high rpm applications. Here's a
look at the differences between the 6 series line-up. Project Chevelle Episode 8: Engine, Part 1.
In this episode, Project Chevelle takes a big step in its muscle car transformation. It's out with
the little old and to the dyno with our new from BluePrint Engines! Pat talks about our red solid
core spark plug wire and rajah ends. Ensure you are getting the best performance out of your
ignition system. Our guide covers step by step instructions so you can set timing on your
engine. One of the most important parts of your racing operation is the engine. This article
gives a detailed overview on how to maintain your engine to get the most out of it for as long as
possible. Also learn some tips to prolong the life of your engine. You May Also Like. Bringing
you the most advanced and innovative line of high-performance ignition systems, Performance
Distributors is taking the lead in the performance manufacturing industry. All of our products
are guaranteed to perform, featuring high-quality design and supreme functionality.
Performance Distributors produces the most advanced line of high-performance ignition
systems on the market. For ov
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er forty-three years, Performance Distributors has been one of the most technologically
advanced manufacturers in the performance industry. Our pioneering line of H. Distributors, D.
Based in Memphis, Tennessee, we have always been attracted to the rush of a really powerful
ride. We take pride in engineering quality and durable products that we can be happy to bear
our family name, but also we can enjoy using for ourselves. Contact Performance Distributors
today to learn more about our company and the products we manufacture for you. Performance

Distributors is leading the way in performance and racing ignition system innovation. The D.
And, product development is a continuous process at Performance Distributors. Our new D.
Distributors for the HEMI engines have been a big hit. Distributor for the older Straight-8 Buick.
Thorough testing not only leads to a quality and durable product, but it also results in a product
you can enjoy running in your car, truck, hot rod, boat or race car.

